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N
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of view

DAVIS BITTON

in 1904 utah saw the publication of a periodical entitled
the mormon point of view its editor was nels lars
usually known as N L nelson a professor of english at
brigham young university intended to provide intellectual
food for latter day saints the quarterly appeared just four
times the story of this brief venture provides a glimpse into
the preoccupations of the church at the beginning of the century it also exemplifies some of the perennial hazards faced
by those who publish magazines addressed to a limited audience

nelson was born in goshen utah in 1862 he
seemed destined to a life of toil and hardship however responding
sp onding to the strong desire of his mother that he continue
his education he worked in the mines at eureka to make
N

L

money for tuition walked to provo and there at the brigham
young academy became a devoted follower of karl G maeser
in 1882 he graduated the following year he was placed in
charge of the intermediate department after serving as a
missionary in the southern states during 188587
1885 87 he returned
to brigham young academy he taught there until 1920 and
for several years served as secretary to the faculty 1

dr

bitton is professor of history at the university of utah and was recently
assigned assistant church historian in the historical department of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
basic biographical information is outlined in T earl pardoe sons of
brigham provo utah 1969 nelson provided some autobiographical glimpses
juvenile instructor 28 15
in A boy s experience in pioneer life
ap 765
december 1893 pp
70 although his main teaching duties at brigham
76570
young academy brigham young university after 1903 were with the english department he was versatile in 1906 he was listed as professor of philoserly vol 1I no 4 1 may 1906
quarterly
ophy in the brigham young university
Universily Quarl
unider
and in 1916 he taught the first journalism course at B Y U
157
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even before 1904 he was becoming known for his writing
he published several articles in church magazines during the
1880s and 1890s in 1898 he published preaching and public
speaking a book full of practical advice on improving sermons
and mental cultivation in general and in 1904 the very year
during which he put out the mormon point of view nelson
published his most noteworthy book scientific aspects of
mormonism 2 we can safely say that nelson s name was well
known in the mormon community
on 1I december 1903 he wrote to president joseph F
smith enclosing a lengthy statement on why this magazine
Is needed and asking whether it would help the cause of
god to start such a magazine 3
his statement contrasted the religion of the latter day
saints to that of the world religion generally according to
nelson had accepted the notions that bliss is an ethereal
something located in a still more ethereal somewhere that
man could do nothing to effect his own salvation and that
secular affairs the really vital relations affecting the destiny
of mankind should be left in the hands of the irreligious
the latter day saints had a much more practical orientation
he said believing that salvation is a progressive coming into
harmony with law that heaven the expression of that harmony is a state of the soul which inevitably causes gravitation
towards a place that both state and place are now and ever
will be on this earth
mormonism thus should have no
use for the artificialities of other religions
but in practice the saints often forgot their basic beliefs
looking skyward and forgetting practical applications
they are still in babylon they are still struggling with the
tide of heredity their heads are above water truly enough
which is to say they see the better way but their bodies are
swept onward by the almost resistless current of tradition
and convention

the

members of the church he continued needed to bring
nelson s publications in the church periodicals included occasional stories

as well as articles scientific aspects of mormonism presented the author with
difficult problems first in getting it published and then in paying for it when
the sales were not up to expectations
manuscript archives of the church historian s office salt lake city utah
why this magazine Is needed was published as a brochure for advance
publicity but is most readily available in the first issue of the mormon point
of view
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about the unfolding of the gospel far down into its social
educational and economic bearings
nelson did not believe that the saints had nothing to
learn from the world As far as knowledge was concerned he
said we need to borrow in most directions rather than to
give
what mormonism provided was an orientation that
could synthesize the multifarious and confusing facets of
worldly knowledge
it

is in this particular then that mormonism can best help
the world it can contribute a point of view that shall unify

and marshal into one grand eternal perspective all the fragmentary truths which now serve mainly to distract mankind

what was needed

was the redistribution of the world s
knowledge according to the mormon point of view
besides bringing the gospel to bear on real life and seeing
truths on all sides from perspective the new magazine would

assist the mormon missionary program changing conditions
had created the need for a different kind of proselyting literature
hitherto it has sufficed to present the truth from its purely
scriptural aspect As a result we have succeeded in gathering
just that class of people simple honest guileless spiritual
minded nathanaels
Nathan aels whom it was desirable to have as foundation stones for this new order of society but there are
hard headed thinkers trained in the
others no less worthy hardheaded
exact methods of modern schools doubting thomases of art
science mechanics and business who value unsupported
authority as nothing even though it be biblical without
whom nevertheless no scheme of social reform can pass very
far beyond the speculative stage indeed considering the
constantly diminishing returns of our missionary work it is
pretty evident that the world has during the last half century veered almost completely around from the nathanael
to the thomas type of mind

scriptural argument would not convince such an audience
mormon ideals had to be presented in terms of natural sciences
and philosophy by this nelson did not mean abstruse metaphysics he was confident that if the principles underlying
our religion can be identified with the facts involved in economic educational and sociological processes then they will
listen for just now the relations of man to his fellow man is
the one absorbing theme of humanity
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it

not inconsistent with these aims that an even more
practical purpose was mentioned in nelson s letter to president smith should this project succeed the income would
go far to keep me and my family till such time as my name
should be established
the first presidency responded with a qualified endorseis

ment

we

feel very much gratified by the spirit of your letter and pleased with the article setting forth the reasons why
the magazine which you propose to publish is needed As
far as we are concerned we should very much like to see a
magazine published such as you have outlined it would undoubtedly be a credit both to you as its publisher and to our
community but will it pay financially and can it be done
without financial injury to yourself and family
be
to
frank with you we are afraid it will not pay 4

this

response of the first presidency is remarkable both for its
ready acceptance of the new magazine in principle and also
for its realistic assessment of the financial problems
undeterred N L nelson obtained permission from the
first presidency to add their statement to his prospectus entitled why this magazine Is needed he sent out for distrib
tribution
ution possibly as many as 10000 copies of the article and
went to work to get the first issue announced for 1I january
1904 printed and distributed 5 on 19 january a statement
in the deseret news explained the mechanical reasons for the
tardiness of the first issue already he was plagued by one
of the characteristic diseases of such periodicals he begged
indulgence of the large number of people who have befriended his literary venture by sending in their subscriptions 6
the magazine that greeted its subscribers a few days later
was 100 pages in length its format was small 6 by 31
312
512
inches besides reprinting his essay why this magazine Is
needed nelson included only two articles both to be continued in the following issue the subsequent three issues
were substantially the same by the fourth and final issue a

the

letter from the first presidency is not in the church historian s office although it is likely available in duplicate in the files of the first presidency nelson published it at the close of why this magazine Is needed
letter from nelson to president joseph F smith 24 december 1903 all
of nelson s correspondence cited in the present article is located in the manuscript archives of the church historian s office
deseret news 19 january 1904
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MORMON POINT OF VIEW

total of nine articles stories or poems had been published
they are worth examining one by one
7

cormons
and the mormons
Mor mons called the leading
article this was an extended work of 56 pages noticing
that the most vehement foes of mormonism were the ministers
of other faiths nelson proceeded to defend his people the
attacks against them he
ile regarded as religious bigotry anticille
lie
ile sought to show why it ought not
lle
lie
pating a new crusade he
to be made and if made why it ought to fail as it surely
will
to defend mormonism s right to survival the author
proposed to judge it by the criterion of its social effectiveness
or inherent power to help usher in the millennium not on
some world to be but here on the third planet of the solar
system
such an approach allowed the author to elaborate some
basic aspects of mormon theology an exposition of the
mormon conception of god was followed by a portrayal of
mormonism as a religion vitally interrelated
inter related with all real
things indeed an interpreter of all things in their relation to
the soul
nelson s orientation was this worldly and
pragmatic
mcst of the present world
he obeys god best who learns mast

the ministers

1

11

but in such order and relation that the link between him
and his maker becomes daily brighter and stronger he is in
the highest heaven who sees most beauty feels most harmony
in the creations immediately around him

for nelson mormonism was more comprehensive and satisfying than the puerile christianity that was presented as an
alternative the ministers stood little chance of success in
their desire to crush mormonism he urged upon them
the counsel of gamaliel
refrain from these men and let
them alone for if this counsel or this work be of men it
will come to naught but if it be of god ye cannot overthrow it lest haply ye be found even to fight against god
55859
acts 55839
39
538
53839.
53839
2
the dictionary of slander

starting in the first and

continuing in the second issue of the magazine this was a
long critical review of W A linn the story of the mor
bound in a single volume the mormon point of view is available in the
libraries of the church historians office the university of utah brigham
young university UCLA and doubtless other institutions
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mons new york 1902
although linn s work assumed a
judicial tone and claimed to be objective it was written
with the conviction that mormonism was a fraud linn s stance
was cynical
if mr linn ever saw a good quality in a mormon or in mormonism he does not betray the fact by a single
line nor by a single epithet not once does he relent toward
the charitable view of a transaction
nelson challenged
linn s treatment of the character of the smith family money
digging the spaulding theory rigdon s role in producing the
book of mormon and the reliability of the witnesses of the
book of mormon what linn had done the author continued
was to bring out all the old lies and give them new respectability
3
human side of the book of mormon appearing in
the issue of april 1904 this article dealt with the question
of changes in the book of mormon text for nelson
scripture did not exist apart from a human element he readily admitted the existence of faults in book of mormon language and style some attributable to the original writers some
to mormon as abridger and some to joseph smith as translator but verbal errors and faulty diction no more invalidate
the glorious message it contains than would a few harmless
leaves pollute a pure stream
he then offered an explanation
for the presence in the book of mormon of biblical passages
that were basically drawn from the king james version joseph smith had remembered whole chapters of the bible
which sprang verbatim into consciousness when brought into
association with the thought that originally inspired them
finally nelson discussed the use of the interpreters
in essence nelson conceded that the mind of joseph smith contributed
enormously to the book of mormon the work
tri
reflected his inadequate education it was repetitious prolix
even ungrammatical yet joseph s mind was untrammeled
his simple style was well suited to the kind of audience for
whom the book was intended and all of the blemishes did
not hide the beauty and symmetry of its inner truths to the
soul that is earnestly seeking the way of life
4
learn to read up hill this whole piece was apparently
parently prompted by complaints from some readers that the
magazine was too difficult unsympathetic to such a reaction
the author chastised
chastized the ordinary reader for his mental in
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dolence 1 I cannot and will not reduce the whole thing down
to thin soup once more to suit his watery mental digestion
he said 1 I let it go in the hope that it may prove a tonic
to his undisciplined mind
the reader should improve his
vocabulary by constant use of the dictionary and select his
reading carefully nelson betrayed the common bias against
novels or fiction he admitted a few great exceptions but
in general there was no easier way to get into the comfortable
circle of mental mediocrity than to become a devotee of popular
fiction
5
the spiritual life this 78 page article in the july
issue discussed different aspects of the spiritual life nelson s
approach was to analyze several metaphors of the new testament as for example consider the lilies of the field how
they grow they toil not neither do they spin and yet I1 say
unto you that even solomon in all his glory was not arrayed
like one of these
matthew 62829
29
628
62829.
his comment on this
62829
passage

the

natural
fine type of
the labored
of solomon

organic frictionless evolution of the lily is a
the spiritual life in its relation to the universe
artificial nailed together pomp and circumstance
stands equally for the natural life

of christ within us the kingdom of god within
us free agency eternal law eternal life the natural world
the social world the holy ghost the danger of pharisaism
all these were similarly analyzed and discussed by this time
scientific aspects of mormonism had been published and
nelson referred his readers to it for a fuller exposition of

the concepts

these ideas

the harris anthon

episode also in the july issue
this article examined the conflicting statements of martin
harris and charles anthon regarding their interview its main
point anthon had contradicted himself the harris version
was therefore plausible and probably accurate
A roundelay of salt lake by joaquin miller pub7
lished in the san francisco bulletin this verse was a work of
occasion prompted by president theodore roosevelt s recent
visit to utah T R had publicly deplored the national tendency towards having small families when he came to salt
lake the women greeted him with thousands of babes in
6
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their arms
coded a welcome that
these pink faced infants cooed
must have filled his big heart with joy
the utah women
in the words of the poem brought the president not trumpets
or guns but
just babies babies healthful fair
from where the wasatch lion leaps
from sunless snows from desert deeps
just babies babies everywhere

national concern for the population explosion and its ecological repercussions was still far in the future
8
for conscience sake this short story was written
by a young lady in one of nelson s english classes john
trueman who had three wives and fifteen children has
been sentenced to serve a term in the penitentiary he is allowed a few days grace because of the illness of an infant
son when the child dies the family grieves but the other
wives help the young wife to sustain her loss young deputy
gray as vile a character as the scum of the mormon haters
baters
is suspicious
could produce
accompanied by his uncle
judge strong and donald lester a recent law graduate who
has come to observe the mormons
cormons
Mor mons he spies on the trueman
family only to see an idyllic picture of family love and hear
a moving family prayer two years pass lester the outsider
falls in love with maud the prettiest daughter of the family
and the two plan to elope emily the old maid sister discovers the plans goes into maud s room at night and tells of
her own tragic love of past years maud reveals her love for
lester but now recognizes that marriage must wait meanwhile in his prison cell john trueman has a vision of maud
standing before a deep dark chasm his spirit leaves his body
and appears to maud just as she is about to give in to temptation by going away with lester fortified she tells lester
she will not go with an awful oath he
ile reveals his true charlle
lie
acter later at christmas time the family gathers to welcome
the father on his return from prison they sing together
god moves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform
and kneel together in family prayer As john trueman
kisses maud goodnight she whispers
papa 1I too have
found the joy of suffering for conscience sake
this story was the only piece of fiction included in the
four issues of the mormon point of view nelson justified
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two fold purpose first to portray
including it by explaining its twofold
an aspect of mormon family life purposely left out of his
other article in the issue and secondly to indicate that no
true latter day saint is ashamed of a past social relation which
has given to mormondom many of its noblest and brightest
men and women of today
9
the mormon family in this last article in the last issue of the magazine nelson cited example after example of the
fruitfulness of mormon families he was especially impressed by the families of such polygamists as lorin farr
who had 258 descendants at the age of 83 but even monogamous mormon families he said boasted between 5 and 12
children for each mother the nation by comparison was
committing race suicide
at this point nelson offered a short defense for mormon
plural marriage admitting that the two sexes were about
equal in number at birth he maintained that many men were
disabled unwilling to marry or disqualified by thriftless and
vicious habits
the result was that many pure high minded
women were left as old maids mormonism had provided a
means by which all true women within its fold might escape
such a fate
but for nelson the central feature of the mormon family ideal was not polygamy as such but the natural
the untrammeled birth of children and their careful bringing
polygamy
garny without these characteristics
up for social service Poly
would have no excuse
it is noteworthy that none of these articles dealt specifically
with the title of the magazine nelson had planned to write
an essay explaining what he meant by the mormon point of
view but did not get it published in the brief period of the
magazine s existence in a way perhaps the meaning is obvious but we do have some clues to the more specific notion
the author had in mind in his prospectus he had claimed
that mormonism could draw from the knowledge of the
world contributing a point of view that shall unify and
marshal into one grand eternal perspective all the fragmenin
tary truths which now serve mainly to distract mankind
his earlier book preaching and public speaking nelson had
also devoted several pages to the concept point of view the
main assertions were as follows a what we see depends on
b there have been points
the point of view of the observer
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of view that have had great explanatory power in science c
in their remoter
remoler connections such explanatory systems have
required artificial bolstering and eventually are replaced by a
new system d it is possible to accept facts without accepting the accompanying theory e religion and science are
similar in that men draw opposite systems from the same
facts encounter difficulty in fitting some data into their paradigm and then go through twisting and forcing in order to
f mormonism provides the key the true
keep the system
point of view comparable to the summit of eternity
god himself

sees things in their true relation only by the
spirit of truth whoever has this spirit in its fulness
falness has the
key to the universe and every man will see the true point of
view in exact proportion as he has the spirit
this is the
point the elder must ever keep in view whatever be his
topic he must seek to see it as god sees it from the summit of eternity and not as man sees it amid the fog and
smoke of mortality 8

it seems certain that the promised essay would have dis-

cussed the concept along these same lines to synthesize the
knowledge of the world and to view the problems of existence
sub specie aeternitans
aetermtatis are objectives which could scarcely have
been achieved in one year in fact only occasionally do we
find this purpose glimmering through the actual articles that
were published nevertheless it was an objective with a nobility and scope that might still serve as an inspiration to
editors and writers in the church
this then was N L nelson s the mormon point of
view as it appeared in four issues during 1904 before attempting to account for its demise let us note that it aroused
a good deal of commendation and praise the endorsement
from the first presidency has already been mentioned in the
april issue some excerpts from letters from readers were
printed professor B S hinckley said accept my sincere
wishes for the complete success of your great enterprise
someone in the headquarters of the southern states mission
wrote that the magazine would fill a long felt want an
elder from california saw the magazine as a means of helping
to place the gospel before the higher class of people
the distinction between thomases and nathanaels
Nathan aels con
preaching and public speaking 1898
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bained
tained in the essay why
one missionary to write

this magazine Is needed prompted
this state is full of the thomas

type of individuals with scarcely any of the nathaniel class A
carowan said that she herself was one of the simple
sister from parowan
Nathan aels but had many dear ones who are not of that
nathanaels
class but who belong to the doubters and 1I am sure your
magazine is just what 1I am looking for
president mcquarrie of the eastern states mission wrote
a lengthy letter including the following
appreciate your view point and feel sure you are working
long been convinced that we
along the proper lines 1I have iong
have reached a point in our own development where we must
study the philosophy underlying the principles of the gospel and learn what these principles are how they appeal to
our lives and how they affect the lives of others rather
than continue proving that peter james john and paul
most people want to know why they
taught them
should act before they move and what the result will be
this spirit is manifest not only in the world but also
among our own ycung
ecung people
1I

mcquarrie recognized that there would be a hard financial
struggle saying 1 I haven t much to offer you brother nelson
but if my faith and confidence and what little influence 1I
possess will be of service to you 1I take pleasure in offering
you the latter and assuring you of the former
another welcome endorsement came in a deseret news
editorial of 28 july 1904 it described the july issue of the
magazine as fully up to the high standard of previous numbers
the editors did not know whether the magazine would
pay in a pecuniary sense but their concluding statement did
we commend it to everynot imply any other reservations
body 9
pl audits of individual readers and the enplaudite
despite the plaudits
dorsement of the first presidency and the deseret news the
magazine did not continue after the fourth issue the doubts
sometime between the april and july issues nelson got out a flyer entitled the mormon point of view A short account of prof belsons
Nel sons maganelsons
zine A copy is available in the archives of the brigham young university library
the flyer included additional endorsements by joseph E robinson
george H brimhall and john A widtsoe
Widt soe obviously nelson had enthusiastic
readers in 1918 when he was arranging for a new edition of scientific aspects
professor ernest bramwell of snow college at ephraim wrote that it was the
best book of the twentieth century the white and blue 21 18 may 1918
p 474
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about its financial viability expressed by the first presidency
by president mcquarrie and by the deseret news were well
justified when nelson referred to the large numbers of
people who had subscribed he
be must have been whistling in
the dark
although there are apparently no surviving subscription
records some excerpts from nelson s correspondence enable
us to piece together his general financial hopes and contrasting
ile
lle
he had 2000
disappointment we can be fairly certain that lie
copies of the first issue printed that the cost to him for this
one issue was 110 and that his deficit at the end of the
year the unpaid balance still owed to the printer was 200 10
several unknown factors make these figures difficult to
interpret if he had the subsequent three issues printed in the
same quantity and at the same rate his overall bill from the
printer would have been 440 but there must also have
been a charge for the 10000 copies of the prospectus and for
another blurb published between the second and third issues
of the magazine on the other hand lie
ile may have reduced
lle
he
the size of the printing after the first issue which would have
reduced his deficit to some extent we know that subscriptions were offered at loo
1.00
100 per year but we do not know how
much of this was kept as a commission by the agents another
cost we are unable to compute is suggested by his offer in
1904 to send for loo
1.00
100 not only the four numbers of the
draw back check entitling him the submagazine but also a drawback
scriber to have them bound in cloth free of cost
and
who knows the number of individual copies that may have
been sold
if we guess that his advertising costs were in the vicinity
of 100 his overall costs to the printer came close to 540
assuming a commission of 25 to 50 percent he would have
needed 8001000
800 1000 subscribers or the equivalent in individual
purchases to break even had lie been able to sell his 2000
ile
lle
he would have emerged with a profit of several
copies lie
hundred dollars supposedly such was what nelson had in
mind when he wrote to president joseph F smith
should
this project succeed the income would go far to keep me and
these financial

details are found in nelson s letters to president joseph
F smith dated 24 december 1903 and 3 january 1905
flyer cited in footnote 9
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my family

till such a time as my name should be established 12 but he was short by an average of 50 per issue if
we can assume that he did apply all income to paying the
printer by the fourth issue he was forced to give up probably the printer faced with a deficit that grew with each issue
refused to go on without firm guarantees
even if financial subsidy had been forthcoming it is
doubtful that the magazine would ever have been a real success consider the following

the

mormon point of view was essentially a one man
production except for the roundelay by joaquin miller and
the short story published anonymously by one of nelson s
students nelson himself wrote every word of every issue if
he had had a more neutral impersonal style this might not
have been so noticeable but his style was highly idiosyncratic
there was an unmistakable tone and cadence many readers
to judge from his defensive reaction regarded his writing as
difficult even those who enjoyed his style likely found this
too much of a good thing if variety and change of pace enhance interest the simple fact of his single authorship was a
deterrent to the magazine s success
2 it was highly polemical
for the most part nelson
was defending the latter day saints against the attacks of
their enemies As one who had served a mission in the tense
1880s who had tried to improve the presentation of the
mormon message in sermons and who was himself a polygamist he was bound to react strongly to outside criticism nor
did these issues appear to be dead A call for mormonism s
destruction had been issued in 1903 and in 1904 the election
of senator reed smoot set off a controversy that lasted for
many months however in ways that were probably not at all
obvious at the time an era of good feeling was beginning
although an occasional article defending the saints could still
be valuable a magazine that offered only polemic in 1904
probably ruled out much of its potential audience
3
there may have been some theological opposition at
least nelson s scientific aspects of mormonism aroused some
strictures and the lengthy article on the spiritual life was
drawn from that book his view of the holy ghost as a
1

nelson to president joseph F smith
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pervasive force rather than a person and his conception of
christ as an office rather than an individual seem inconsistent
with the interpretations of president joseph F smith nelson
insisted that he was defending the truth as he saw it and if
he was wrong asked only to be corrected but he admitted
the existence of a widespread notion that the book was not
trustworthy in its exposition of mormonism 13 if this reputation of the book rubbed off on the magazine or if the magazine in some way contributed to these suspicions his chances
of success were further impeded
4 existing church magazines provided tough competition
for the mormon point of view he was not really aiming
cormons and worldly skeptics
at readers who were inactive mormons
if some of these were still susceptible to a missionary appeal
his magazine might help to reach them but in general it
appears that his readers were young latter day saints with a
bit more education than their parents including some of his
former and present students at brigham young academy
they needed strengthening in the faith and wished to see
their religion presented as rationally as possible but for such
comans exponent and young
readers the improvement era womans
womans journal were already doing a remarkably successful
comans
job drawing on the best authors in the church and opening
their pages to spokesmen for other faiths these magazines
were in their heyday to many readers it must have appeared
that they provided everything promised by the mormon point
of view but more frequently and with greater diversity and
vitality
in his prospectus nelson had made a brave statement As
for the outcome 1I am fully aware that no moral bolstering
ever yet succeeded in keeping alive that which intrinsically deserved to die and consequently that my journalistic venture
must in the end survive or perish by that merciless but still
on the whole very beneficent law survival of the fittest after four issues the magazine perished in a darwinian struggle
for existence
if the mormon point of view did not have a long life
it obviously gave nourishment to its readers one can be
thankful for many thoughtful passages of which the following
is a single example
nelson to president joseph F smith
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not

only is the natural world the best place to perfect the
spiritual man it is the only place for intelligences organized
as we are now were this not so god would have given us
that other place instead of this one here and here only so
far as we are concerned are the problems physical intellectual moral and social the overcoming of which is the means
of making us perfect as god is perfect to sigh for a purer
better world in order to be more spiritual minded is flatly
to lie down and give up the fight thank god for the admirable world of sin in which he has placed us but thank
him more for showing how to carve heaven out of it 14

even at this date when strident polemic appears to come from
another world another time there are many who find some
of N L nelson s words speaking to their souls as music
from the spheres
the
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